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Abstract
The Service-oriented Router (SoR) is a router for next generation networks. This router has a high-throughput database
and it has the capability to snoop all transaction in its interfaces. The SoR also provides an API which can provide
stored content in order to enrich services. The SoR has the potential to shift the current Internet infrastructure to an
information-based, open innovation platform. In order to evaluate the eﬃciency of SoR-based applications and services,
a speciﬁc simulator is required. Though the NS2 simulator does not simulate payload handling, it is a well-known
network simulator and there are many resources available for evaluations. In this research, we implemented three new
modules for the NS2 platform to test the concepts of an SoR, an SoR agent, a packet container and a packet analyzer.
The SoR agent can interconnect the application and physical layers of the NS2 module with an additional function that
can handle user data as a real payload and attaches it to the IP packet. The packet container is an improved NS2 module
that can attach user data and trace information. A successful simulation has been performed for end-to-end packet
transfer with a 0.02s packet delivery delay compared to typical NS2 packet delivery. The NS2 router has been enhanced
for packet stream analyzing and content centric packet re-routing. Content centric packet re-routing has been achieved
with 0.01s additional delay for end-to-end packet delivery. Result shows that Deep Packet Inspection and content centric
networking in an SoR-based network can be achieved.
c© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd.
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1. Introduction
As the Internet becomes wide spread and popular, it is becoming a massive data source belonging to
millions of users, where the data are exchanged by Internet-backbone routers. A router is a basic device
that interconnects several independent networks and forwards data from a source node to a destination node.
Regular routers do not provide content-based services, and this implicitly limits the beneﬁts of data carriers
and service providers.
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Data is valuable and useful because content service providers can create many rich services with it. Co-
existence among Internet carriers and Internet contents providers will be an important theme of the future
Internet.
Since the router is a key device for interconnecting networks, a router can access any kind of information
included in packet streams: packet header information, L2 and L3 information, application information,
etc. In addition, content or data can be captured passively by a router. In our laboratory, a new model
of Internet infrastructure based on the Service-oriented Router (SoR)[1, 2, 3] has been studied. An SoR
is a router that can provide services, available via an API to end users. The SoR has many advantages,
as an example of which is that data can be collected passively. In contrast to current end-to-end systems
that must collect data actively. In active data collection, end hosts can get needed data only by accessing
other hosts such as web crawlers of search engines. This takes time, and the coverage of data correction
is limited. Frequent crawling to obtain the real-time status of the Internet can sometimes cause network
congestion. The passive data collection of the SoR enables real-time data acquisition and gives the current
status of the Internet. Using aforementioned services, service and application developers can provide faster
and more eﬀective communication to their customers. In addition, passive data collection and maintain
collected data in high speed databases will enable new era of providing services from the edge router itself.
As an example, in DNS-based CDN request routing, users have to wait until name servers send information
about a redirector and the redirector ﬁnds information about a surrogate server. This increases the time of
connection initiation. Importantly, each time surrogate server being updated or user changes the requests
for a new content, literally response time will be increased due to DNS resolve[4]. As a successor, if we
replace edge routers with SoRs, and introduce SoR and surrogate server communication protocol, SoRs can
identify the places of surrogate servers and users can directly contact their edge SoR instead of resolving
DNS. That makes the connection initiation faster. Moreover, SoR can be programmed to provide services as
websites recommendations for contents, content ﬁltering, monitor and visualize content ﬂows and monitor
Internet access patterns from the SoR itself. Therefore the SoR has potentiality of creating open innovation
platform by providing APIs to implement applications by serving users eﬀectively and rapidly.
In the ﬁeld of networking, there are many areas of research such as the implementation of new protocols,
analysis of new models, virtual experiments of new network concepts, and other primary evaluations. Net-
work simulation is an indispensable tool for providing the quantitative results of the evaluations. A network
simulation tool for evaluating content-centric networking using SoR and its CDN services is needed.
Among the simulators, NS2 (Network Simulator version 2) [5, 6, 7] is a simulation software that has
lot of advantages, such as scalability, conﬁguration ﬂexibility, and extendibility of modules for speciﬁc
experiments [8]. In principle NS2 is a discrete event simulator which itself has a virtual clock; all simulation
tasks in NS2 are derived by a discrete event driver [5]. All data transfer modules, routing modules, and
clock generation have been developed in C++ in order to reduce the processing time of packet simulation
events [6, 7]. All C++ implemented modules are available for operation via an OTcl interpreter through
Tcl mapping. Therefore, users can implement the simulation environment, consisting of nodes, topology,
links and other network components, using the Tcl/OTcl language. The NS2 Event Scheduler controls the
simulation process, activates events, places them in an event queue, and executes these events at a scheduled
time. NS2 can write a log of simulation traces as a trace ﬁle, and an NS2 user can analyze simulation result
using the trace ﬁles.
NS2 has several aspects superior to those in other network simulators; in particular it has fewer bugs.
NS2 is still a well-used platform for network simulation in spite of the release of NS3, which is a next-
generation network simulator based on NS2. An SoR has special features that have not been implemented
in existing networks and it is necessary to evaluate a network composed of SoRs. The Main function of
the SoR is to monitor a packet stream and achieve deep inspection of the packets, including payload and
headers. In addition, an SoR should reroute the packets according to their payloads. By using this function
of the SoR, an SoR-based CDN can be achieved. Existing network simulators or network evaluation tools
are unable support these SoR functions. In this study, we implemented new NS2 modules to simulate SoR
functions: packet stream analysis, packet forwarding and re-routing. By using these functions, CDN caching
and replication can be implemented on NS2. These are the essential functions of content-centric networking.
In this paper, we discuss the environment required for SoR simulation in Section II, and discuss SoR
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architecture in Section III. We discuss the Tcl simulation of a packet stream monitor/analyzer and give our
results for data-centric rerouting in Section IV. We conclude this paper in Section V.
2. Required Environment for SoR Simulation
Fig. 1: NS2 Node Structure Fig. 2: NS2 Node Structure[5]
Since the main features of an SoR are packet streams spooﬁng and Deep Packet Inspection (DPI) of
data streams while achieving passive data collection, it is essential that NS2 routers possess the function of
analyzing data payload in simulation packets in order to evaluate these SoR functionalities.
As shown in Figure 1, in order to evaluate network behaviour in NS2 while emulating user-deﬁned data,
we enhanced the existing packet structure, packet/traﬃc generator, and transport layer agent as required.
The packet structure of NS2 has enough ﬂexibility to deﬁne special packet types, which we designed to
carry the packet payload required to evaluate an SoR based network with content centric networking and
DPI. An essential function of a network simulator is that it should have a method for generating packets
according to the transfer rate deﬁned by a user. Therefore we developed a traﬃc generator that has the
capability of accepting user-deﬁned data from a simulation script and generated traﬃc/packets according to
the rate given by the user. Furthermore, a transport layer/network layer agent is also required to packetize
data from the application layer traﬃc generator. Additionally, the simulator should have a method to trace
packet characteristics such as send time, receive time, delay and packet size. Therefore, the packetizing
agent should have functions to packetize data and add trace information to the data packets.
Moreover, all NS2 routers should be able to perform DPI and passive data collection in order to achieve
SoR functionalities and dynamic/content-centric packet redirection. We implemented a module known as
the SoR Analyzer for the NS2 router, as depicted in Figure 1. This module has all the aforementioned
capabilities.
3. SoR Architecture
3.1. Basic Node Structure of NS2 Node
A node is a composite object [5, 9, 10] deﬁned using both C++ and OTcl languages. That has a single
packet entry point, entry . Packets enter the node via entry ; subsequently, they are forwarded to classiﬁers,
as shown in Figure 2. Classiﬁers are attached to routing modules, which are important modules of the
NS2 routing structure, as shown in Figure 4. Routing modules are responsible for routing packets to its
destination which may be the router itself or a next hop. A combination of these two modules decides the
route of the packet streams. If a particular packet is destined to go to a diﬀerent node address, the packet
will be forwarded to the next hop until it reaches to its destination. In fact, if a particular packet destined to
for the current node, is the packet being analyzed, the packet will be routed to the port classiﬁer to determine
the application port number and will be forwarded to the corresponding application.
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3.2. Implementation of Back- end Modules
C++ was used to implement the SoR back-end modules, i.e., the agent, packets and analyzer mod-
ules. The C++ modules were mapped in the simulation environment using OTcl. In order to perform the
simulation, we implemented the following four modules:
Fig. 3: SoR Packetizing Agent Fig. 4: SoR Packet Stream Analyzer
SoRData Class:
This class is inherited from the NS2 packet class and is the main container that carries data and tracing
information such as packet generated time, packet ID, and cumulative agent packet ID along with methods
to access the data. This data class is a modiﬁcation of the UDP protocol. We took the basic structure of
the UDP class and we added above mentioned tracing information. Combination of both properties of the
UDP class attributes and newly introduced attributes made the perfect environment of simulating packets
with actual user data in NS2 simulation environment.
SoRAgent Class:
This class is inherited from the NS2 Agent class. Similar to general NS2 agent classes, the virtual
functions for both receiving and sending data were implemented with Tcl mapping commands to access the
class during simulation. As in typical NS2 transport layer agents, the sending function captures data from
the application layer using the AppData*[5] pointer and adds it to the SoR packet container. The tracing
information; packet generated time, packet ID and the cumulative agent packet ID are attached to the SoR
packet container which is an alteration of UDP packet container and wrapped using IP header to generate
the IP packet. Finally, the IP packet is sent to the attached NS2 physical layer node using the target pointer.
At the receiving end, when the SoR packetizing agent receive function accepts data from the NS2 receiving
node, packets are analyzed for data payload and any deﬁned application. If an application speciﬁcation is
found, packet will be forwarded to the corresponding application, otherwise, the packet will be dropped. In
addition, the tracing values of all packets are logged. Since we needed connection less data transformation
in our simulation, we used the UDP transport protocol to transmit packets. Moreover, as we modiﬁed the
UDP packet container by adding tracing variables and ﬁnalized it as the SoR data container, we were able
to successfully simulate the new packet type using the UDP protocol.
SoRAnalyzer Class:
This class is inherited from the NS2 classiﬁer class. The main function of SoR analyzer class is recv() a
virtual function inherited form the NS2 classiﬁer class. It receives packet, analyzes both payload and header,
reroutes the packets according to the payload and generates a log according to the tracing information.
As explained in Subsection 3.5, the analyzer checks the routing logic according to the routing algorithm
determines the next forwarding hop from to destination address of the packet and forwards the packet.
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As an enhancement to NS2, we implemented content centric re-routing in the SoRAnalyzer class. Pack-
ets can be rerouted according to their payload. Re-routing logic criteria, i.e. the content of the payload
and the corresponding new destination node is deﬁned in a ﬁle. For tracing and testing purposes, the SoR
analyzer simultaneously prints tracing information in the terminal and write to tracing logs.
SoR Routing Module Class:
This is an extension of the existing NS2 routing modules. The rtmodule.cc and .h ﬁles are used to deﬁne
and implement the SoR routing module class. This class keeps track of the corresponding classiﬁer and the
next routing module as shown in Figure 2.
3.3. SoR Traﬃc Generator
This is a modiﬁed version of the content bit rate (CBR) traﬃc generator deﬁned in the NS2 simulator.
The novelty of this module is lies in the fact that the traﬃc generator rate can be deﬁned in a simulation
script and can be changed according to the user requirement. In addition, the special feature we added to
this module was the capability of accepting user-deﬁned data as the application layer data and passing it to
the transport layer agent as the payload of the simulation packets.
3.4. SoR data Packetizing Agent and Packet Deﬁnition
As mentioned above, network simulators do not manage real packet payloads for memory reduction and
increase simulation throughput. Moreover, NS2 aims to evaluate a typical simulation; it does not handle the
payload of an IP packet. In this paper, we deﬁne a new class that has the capability of manipulating a real
payload as deﬁned by the user.
The packetizing agent, Illustrated in the Figure 3, generates IP packets according to the traﬃc generation
rate of the application layer traﬃc generator. This agent can generate SoR packets, a new packet structure
introduced to the NS2 simulator. After generating an SoR packet using the SoR header information, an SoR
agent will wrap the SoR packet with an IP header and send it to the data link layer. It uses the sendmsg()
function, which is a virtual function inherited from the NS2 agent class to capture the application data. The
SoR agent gets the user-deﬁned real payload from the application layer agent and adds it to the SoR packet
container. Next, it creates an IP packet by wrapping the SoR packet container and sending it to the physical
layer node through the target pointer [5, 9, 10].
3.5. Implementation of SoR Analyzer in NS2 Node
As depicted in Figure 4, packet classiﬁers analyze IP headers to determine the next forward module
in order to route a packet to its ﬁnal destination [5]. If packets are destined for the current node, port
classiﬁers analyze TCP header in order to determine the port where the packet should be forwarded for the
corresponding application [5]. Therefore, challenge was to design the SoR packet analyzer such that it can
perform DPI and content centric packet re-routing as well as follow all the above conditions.
As shown in Figure 4, an SoR packet analyzing module was developed according to the properties of
virtual classiﬁers [5]. The SoR analyzing module was attached to the NS2 node next to the entry point entry
[5] in order to analyze and monitor the packet payload of every packet that reaches to the NS2 node. Once
the SoR packet analyzer receives the packet stream, it analyzes the payload of the packet stream, modiﬁes
the packet if necessary, and passes the packet stream to the next classiﬁer, which perform the actual routing.
Consequently, the SoR packet analyzer can perform DPI for each packet that comes to the SoR before the
execution of the actual packet routing function and this is the main advantage of placing the module next to
the entry point of the NS2 node. Moreover, this placement enables the SoR analyzer to reroute a packets
according to its content and to monitor packets without interrupting the routing. Additionally, a routing
module is needed to hand the packet over to the route decision module rtm of the next classiﬁer. As shown
in Figure 2, all classiﬁers have their own routing modules that route packets according to the destination
of the packet stream. The routing module of the SoR analyzer determines the routing module of the next
classiﬁer and forwards the packet stream to the next routing module which is always an address classiﬁer.
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We implemented both the classiﬁer and the routing module using C++ to execute the main part of
the code eﬃciently, and mapped the modules to OTcl to interconnect with the NS2 front-end simulation
environment.
We deﬁned the following OTcl commands to convert the typical NS2 router to an SoR module:
set rm1 [new RtModule/SoR]
$n2 register-module $rm1
These commands attach the SoR routing module to an NS2 node so that the node functions as an SoR in the
simulation. These two commands will invoke the following command that attaches an SoR classiﬁer and
builds the dependency between the SoR routing module and the SoR classiﬁer. This command is deﬁned in
the ns-default.tcl ﬁle.
RtModuleSoR set classiﬁer [new ClassiﬁerSoR]
Once we convert the NS2 router to an SoR, passive data collection, DPI, and forwarding logic are imple-
mented in the following function:
void Soranalizer::recv(Packet* p, Handler* h)
This function is a virtual function inherited from the classiﬁer class. It seeks the current Tcl instance of the
simulation to get the routing logic in an NS2 node as follow.
if (!routelogic ) {
Tcl &tcl = Tcl::instance();
tcl.evalc(”[Simulator instance] get-routelogic”);
routelogic =(RouteLogic*)TclObject::lookup(tcl.result());}
Next, the following command enables the SoR analyzer to search for the next hop node address, i.e, next
classiﬁer, link, or application layer agent.
routelogic →lookup ﬂat(nodeaddr adst, next hopIP);
After the execution of this command, the SoR analyzer checks the hash value of the next forwarding hop
(returned by the above function)using the following function:
target = (NsObject*)Tcl GetHashValue(ep);
Packets are forwarded to the corresponding next hop denoted by target . Subsequently, we introduce some
OTcl commands that are used in the simulation scripts. Another important command is to attach the user-
deﬁned data to the simulation packets is deﬁned as.
$sor setdata ”<userdata>”
Where, $sor is the application name and ”<userdata>” is passed to the application layer traﬃc generator.
4. Simulation and results
The script shown in the Figure 5 was used to genarate the simulation topology given in Figure 6 . In
the simulation, the CBR traﬃc generator was attached to an SoR agent and passed data from the simulation
script. Tracing outputs such as the number of generated packets, number of received packets, number of
dropped packets, delay of packet delivery, and output of the SoR analyzer maintained accordingly to ensure
end-to-end packet delivery of an SoR simulation topology with CBR traﬃc rate generation.
In our topology, we added the SoR packet generation agent to Node 0 which is the modiﬁed CBR traﬃc
generator. The NS2 typical packet generation agent was attached to Node 1 using the CBR traﬃc generator.
The SoR receiving agent was placed in Node 4 and the NULL receiving agent was placed in Node 5. Nodes
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Fig. 5: Simulation Script to Conﬁgure NS2 Routers as SoRs
2 and 3 were SoR nodes. In addition, we added a new node with an SoR receiving agent for receiving the
rerouted packets from the SoR at Node 2. As we needed the connection less data transmission, we used
UDP protocol as the transport layer protocol and IP as the IP layer protocol for both SoR and typical NS2
packet transmission. To evaluate the performance of SoR technology, we also created the same topology
without the SoR agents and analyzers.
As shown in Figure 8, the SoR sender and receiver display the number of packets generated and received,
respectively. This veriﬁes the successful end-to-end packet delivery and proper working of all modules.
Figure 7 illustrates the comparison between the number of packets sent and received in the simulation with
and without SoR. We analyzed the packet transfer delay of the packet stream and found no signiﬁcant
transfer delay for the packet stream with a user payload for the topology in Figure 6. The average data
transfer delay was increased by 0.02 to 0.04ms in the SoR infrastructure certifying that all modules were
working properly the basic NS2 modules.
All newly implemented modules were tested for 3000 s during which no additional packet drops or no
malfunctioning of the NS2 simulation were found.
Fig. 6: SoR Packetizing Agent Fig. 7: SoR Packet Stream Analyzer
Figure 8 shows that content-centric packet reroute has been achieved successfully. The packet with ID
number 120 started at time 0.8s and the content consisting of ”1234”. These packets were redirected to a
separate destination compared to packets ID 1 to 119; in this simulation, it was redirected to the Node 6.
As Figure 8 illustrates, the SoR receiver trace can be used to identify the change in the packet destination to
Node 6 and packets reached the SoR Agent conﬁgured in Node 6. The delay of packets delivery changed to
0.030240s, an increase of 0.010080 s. At 0.9th s of the simulation, the packet data content was changed to
the ”test data”. Consequently, the packets were rerouted to Node 4 as for packets 1 to 119. This result is
proves that dynamic packet redirection can be achieved in an SoR simulation.
As depicted in Figure 9, the SoR analyzer provides an output regarding the incoming packets and content
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Fig. 8: Output of the SoR Sender and Receiver Fig. 9: Trace of the SoR Analyzer
of the packets. We used this output to simulate and prove that DPI is possible in the SoR; however, we do
not provide the full output regarding the total header and payload inspection in this paper.
5. Conclusion
In this paper, we have proposed novel Service-oriented Router-based NS2 modules, viz., SoR Packe-
tizing Agent, SoR Traﬃc Generator, SoR Packet Analyzer, and SoR data Container to simulate novel idea
for future Internet. These modules were used for the successful simulation of SoR agents with real pay-
load management, and packet-analysis on the features of the SoR analyzer was successfully achieved. SoR
agents successfully injected the user data passed by the simulation script onto the payload of packet streams.
In addition, the features of SoR, Passive data collection, DPI and the content centric re-routing of packet
streams have been successfully implemented in an NS2 simulator.
In future works, we plane to implement the simulated SoR infrastructure so that it can handle real
traﬃc from an Ethernet interface. We also plane to implement other new concepts of SoR-based CDN
infrastructure in order to advance the future internet.
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